The DISCOVERY & PHOTO WALKS and
Personalised Photoshoots
Summer & Fall 2020
My photo walks are constantly evolving with the times. I introduced the Discovery Walks in 2011 to
show world-travelers and photo-buffs a new way of seeing Chamonix with more than 20 different
itineraries to choose from. At first people came with their cameras. Now people come with their
smartphones for immediate social network communication. To add to that experience, I am offering a
a free mini-photoshoot on all my Discovery Walks where I’ll be photographing you with your own
smartphone.

GET IN THE PICTURE !
For those people looking for a longer-lasting memory of their own personal and private events while in
Chamonix, I am proposing Personalized Photoshoots to capture you, your friends & family while living
the moment ; genuine marriage proposals, family reunions, stolen moments with special loved-ones,
touching moments with your pets… or simply a true-to-life capture of how you want to remember your
experience in Chamonix. Nothing staged for these shoots.
Genuine emotions for you to save and share.
Here’s a link which will give you an idea of what a photoshoot can be :
https://www.seechamonix.com/photographers/Teresa-Kaufman-personalised-photoshoots-Chamonix-76163

THE RENAISSANCE WALK
Join me this summer and fall on the special RENAISSANCE WALK to recover from the stress
of this past spring as we re-connect with the healing powers of nature in Chamonix’s environement
Here’s a link to discovery the Renaissance Walk for this summer :
https://www.seechamonix.com/events/teresa-kaufman-renaissance-walks-chamonix-734999

The Renaissance Walk – as all the Discovery & Photo Walks – can be booked privately.

A SELECTION OF PHOTO WALK ITINERARIES
To insure safety, the indicated health protocal will be applied : gel sanitizer & masks when social distancing is challenging.
For private walks with family or friends of a same group, it will not be necessary to wear masks amongst yourselves.
Be reassured that I will provide a mask in any event.
I myself will wear a mask or facial covering whenever social distancing is challenging.
Prices: 120€ for 1 person. 150€ for 2-3 people. 200€ from 4 to 6 persons. 10€ for each additional person up to 12.
Duration : about 3 hrs depending on the itinerary. Full day outings with lunch or picnic can be organised upon request.
Guided walks on small village roads and paths. Well-soled shoes are necessary as we will often be on country paths.
Dress according to the weather report. Walking poles for those who like to use them.
Transportation to the rendez-vous spot : private vehicle, local train (free with the cartes d’hôtes) or by car-pool.
In the event of very poor weather : A back-up date will be proposed.
Réservations necessary : +33 (0)6 08 95 89 42

THE RENAISSANCE WALK – COUPEAU, LES HOUCHES. RECONNECTING TO MOTHER NATURE
Perhaps the most impressive view of the Mont Blanc range is to be seen from this alpine plateau. You’ll discover ancient wood
chalets in a luminous birch and larch forest as well as a well-kept secret location for some of the more rare alpine flowers to be
found in the valley. Especially interesting for the macro-photographer. Inspiring for young and budding naturalists too.

CHAMONIX – THE CLASSIC TOWN & COUNTRY WALK – ALL SEASONS A JOY
Discover downtown Chamonix followed by hill-top neighborhood to enjoy the view, the sun, some of the most beautiful gardens
along with a fresh-water spring. We’ll follow the season as the flowers and vegetables grow, bloom and change colours.

SERVOZ – GARDENS IN BLOOM IN A VILLAGE OF FARMS, RED COWS & A BAROQUE CHURCH
A village where pear and apple orchards grow and blossom ( excellent cider too ! ) and where farmers, artists and top-notch
chefs have chosen to live and maintain a quality-of-life environnement. Servoz is famous for it’s stone fountains, rural
architecture and red cows. It might just be Chamonix’s best kept secret. We’ll meet up with Xavier while he milks his cows.

TRÉLECHAMPS – A MOUNTAIN HAMLET NESTLED AMONGST FORESTS AND GLACIERS
A story-book setting on an isolated plateau surrounded by glaciers ; alpine chalets, a traditional mountain hut and a microclimate producing remarkable gardens. We’ll cross paths with the hikers and bikers on the famous Mont Blanc Trail.

VALLORCINE – A UNIQUE WALSER VILLAGE – MOUNTAIN LIFE-STYLE & OLD-WORLD TRADITIONS
At the north end of the valley lies one of the most unique villages in the Alpes. We’ll visit the heart of the Walser hamlets by
following the grass-covered path that links them together. Wild flowers, heritage cows and authentic traditions still make up the
staff of life of this rugged mountain environnement.

CHAROUSSE, LES HOUCHES – A STEP BACK IN TIME TO A 19th CENTURY ALPINE PASTURE
This well-hidden spot is suspended in time and carefully maintained by it’s inhabitants. We’ll get there by walking up an old cow
path in the woods before arriving to the original chalets, dominated by the majestic Mont Blanc range.

www.teresakaufman.com

